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(54) A HEARING INSTRUMENT COMPRISING A BATTERY ANTENNA

(57) In accordance with the present disclosure a
hearing instrument is provided. The hearing instrument
comprises a wireless communication unit for wireless
communication, a speaker interconnected with the wire-
less communication unit and being configured to provide
an output audio signal, a battery configured to supply
power to the hearing instrument, a filter circuit intercon-
necting the battery and a power management circuit of

the hearing instrument, the wireless communication unit
being interconnected with the battery, the battery being
configured for emission and reception of an electromag-
netic field having an RF wavelength. The filter circuit is
configured to de-couple the battery and the power man-
agement circuit at frequencies above 3 MHz and config-
ured to connect the battery to the power management
circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to hearing instru-
ments, such as hearing instruments for compensating a
hearing loss of a user, such hearing instruments provid-
ing audio to a user, such as headsets, and particularly
to hearing instruments having wireless communication
capabilities and thus hearing instruments comprising an-
tennas for communication, and particularly hearing in-
struments using a battery of the hearing instrument as
at least a part of the antenna.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Hearing instruments of any kind have over the
later years been increasingly able to communicate with
the surroundings, including communicating with remote
controls, spouse microphones, other hearing instru-
ments and lately also directly with smart phones and oth-
er external electronic devices.
[0003] Hearing instruments are very small and delicate
devices and to fulfil the above requirements, the hearing
instruments need to comprise many electronic and me-
tallic components contained in a housing small enough
to fit in the ear canal of a human or behind the outer ear.
The many electronic and metallic components in combi-
nation with the small size of the hearing instrument hous-
ing impose high design constraints on the radio frequen-
cy antennas to be used in hearing instruments with wire-
less communication capabilities.
[0004] Thus, antennas, typically radio frequency an-
tennas, in the hearing instruments have to be designed
to achieve connectivity with a wide range of devices to
obtain good communication for all sizes and shapes of
heads, ears and hair, in all environments and with as
large frequency bandwidth as possible despite the space
limitation and other design constraints imposed by the
size of the hearing aid.
[0005] Particularly, the presence of a battery which ac-
counts for a significant volume of such small hearing in-
struments have seen to effectively connect the antenna
to a ground potential of the hearing instrument resulting
in poor antenna performance.

SUMMARY

[0006] It is an object of the present disclosure to pro-
vide a hearing instrument with increased wireless com-
munication capabilities.
[0007] In accordance with a first aspect of the present
disclosure a hearing instrument is provided, the hearing
instrument comprising a wireless communication unit for
wireless communication interconnected with an antenna
for emission and reception of an electromagnetic field
having an RF wavelength. The hearing instrument com-
prises a speaker interconnected with the wireless com-

munication unit and being configured to provide an output
audio signal. A battery is configured to supply power to
the hearing instrument and a filter circuit interconnects
the battery and a power management circuit of the hear-
ing instrument. The antenna may extend from a feed and
at least a part of the antenna may be arranged adjacent
the battery. In some embodiments, a distance between
the at least part of the antenna and the battery is below
1/40 of the RF wavelength.
[0008] In accordance with a second aspect of the
present disclosure a method of operating a hearing in-
strument is provided, the hearing instrument comprising
a wireless communication unit for wireless communica-
tion interconnected with an antenna for emission and re-
ception of an electromagnetic field having an RF wave-
length. The hearing instrument comprising a speaker in-
terconnected with the wireless communication unit and
being configured to provide an output audio signal. A
battery is configured to supply power to the hearing in-
strument and a filter circuit interconnects the battery and
a power management circuit of the hearing instrument,
the method comprising feeding the antenna from a feed
and coupling the antenna to the battery at the RF wave-
length by arranging at least a part of the antenna adjacent
the battery so that a distance between the at least part
of the antenna and the battery is below 1/40 of the wave-
length. The battery may thus be configured as a parasitic
antenna element. The method may further comprise the
step of controlling a coupling between the battery and a
ground potential via the filter circuit.
[0009] In accordance with a third aspect of the present
disclosure a hearing instrument is provided, the hearing
instrument comprising a wireless communication unit for
wireless communication and a speaker interconnected
with the wireless communication unit and being config-
ured to provide an output audio signal. A battery is con-
figured to supply power to the hearing instrument and a
filter circuit is provided interconnecting the battery and a
power management circuit of the hearing instrument. The
wireless communication unit is interconnected with the
battery, the battery being configured for emission and
reception of an electromagnetic field having an RF wave-
length.
[0010] In accordance with a fourth aspect of the
present disclosure a method of operating a hearing in-
strument is provided, the hearing instrument comprising
a wireless communication unit for wireless communica-
tion. The hearing instrument comprising a speaker inter-
connected with the wireless communication unit and be-
ing configured to provide an output audio signal. A battery
is configured to supply power to the hearing instrument
and a filter circuit interconnects the battery and a power
management circuit of the hearing instrument. The meth-
od comprises feeding the battery from the wireless com-
munication unit and using the battery for emission and
reception of an electromagnetic field having an RF wave-
length.
[0011] It is an advantage of using the battery as the
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antenna, or as a part of the antenna, of the hearing in-
strument in that the battery hereby may contribute to the
emission and reception of an electromagnetic field hav-
ing an RF wavelength. Hereby, any shielding or ground-
ing of antenna elements within the hearing instrument
caused by the presence of the battery may be reduced
or eliminated. Using the battery as the antenna or as a
part of the antenna, may increase the size of the antenna
which can be accommodated in the hearing instrument.
The use of the battery as the antenna or as part of the
antenna may contribute to an improvement of antenna
performance in terms of efficiency and/or bandwidth,
such as due to a larger possible size of the antenna.
[0012] In some embodiments, the filter circuit is con-
figured to de-couple the battery and the power manage-
ment circuit at frequencies above 3 MHz, such as de-
couple the battery and a ground potential.
[0013] In some embodiments, the filter circuit is con-
figured to connect the battery to the power management
circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz. Hereby, the battery
is configured to supply power to the power management
circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz, such as below 3
kHz, such as at DC currents.
[0014] In some embodiments, the filter circuit controls
a coupling between the battery and a ground potential at
RF frequencies, such as at frequencies above 3 MHz,
such as at frequencies between 3 MHz and 6 GHz, such
as between 3 MHz and 60 GHz, such as between 3 MHz
and 300 GHz.
[0015] In some embodiments, the filter circuit is an os-
cillating filter circuit at RF frequencies, such as an oscil-
lating LC filter circuit, and the battery is configured to
oscillate in accordance with the oscillating filter circuit.
[0016] The battery may hereby be configured to supply
power, such as to supply DC power, to the hearing in-
strument via the power management circuit, such as to
the components of the hearing instrument, including the
wireless communication unit, the speaker, etc., at low
frequencies, such as at frequencies below 300 kHz, such
as below 3 kHz, such as at DC currents, while the battery
at RF frequencies may vibrate or oscillate with the elec-
tromagnetic field having an RF wavelength to be emitted
and received through the wireless communication unit.
[0017] In some embodiments, the power management
circuit is an electric circuit configured to receive supply
power from the battery, such as DC supply power, and
distribute the supply power to the components of the
hearing instrument requiring power. The power manage-
ment circuit may in any way known to a skilled person
comprise voltage regulators, switch mode regulators,
AC-DC converters and controllers, switching DC-DC
converters, protections, etc.
[0018] The filter circuit, the power management circuit,
one or more of the hearing instrument components, etc.
may be provided at a printed circuit board in the hearing
instrument.
[0019] The filter circuit may be configured to ensure
that the battery is not connected to the ground potential,

such as to the ground potential of the hearing instrument,
at RF frequencies. The filter circuit may be configured to
de-couple the battery from the ground potential. In some
embodiments, the battery may resonate with the electro-
magnetic field having an RF wavelength to be emitted
and received through the wireless communication unit.
[0020] In some embodiments, the filter circuit compris-
es tuning components, the tuning components being con-
figured to determine an impedance of the filter circuit,
such as an RF impedance of the filter circuit.
[0021] The tuning components may be configured to
tune the impedance of the filter circuit to the battery with
respect to the RF wavelength, such as the RF wavelength
of the antenna.
[0022] In some embodiments, the tuning components
comprises one or more inductors, one or more capaci-
tors, transmission lines, such as a quarter wavelength
transmission line, etc. or any combination thereof. The
tuning components typically are combined to provide re-
quired impedance. In some embodiments, the tuning
components have an RF impedance magnitude of at
least 10 Ohm, such as of at least 50 Ohm, such as of at
least 100 Ohm, such as of at least 500 Ohm. The tuning
components may have an RF impedance magnitude of
between 10 Ohm and 100 Ohm, such as of between 50
Ohm and 500 Ohm.
[0023] In some embodiments, the tuning components
have an inductive reactance of between © nH and 50
nH. In some embodiments the tuning components has a
capacitive reactance of between 0.1 pF and 100pF.
[0024] In some embodiments, the battery is connected
to ground through the tuning components. The ground
may be any ground, such as any ground potential pro-
vided in the hearing instrument. Typically, the battery will
be connected to the printed circuit board of the hearing
instrument, and thus through the tuning components to
the ground potential of the printed circuit board.
[0025] The filter circuit, and the tuning components of
the filter circuit, may control the coupling between the
battery and the ground via the filter circuit. The battery
may thus not be coupled directly to the ground potential,
rather the filter circuit controls the coupling between the
battery and the ground.
[0026] The ground potential of the filter circuit may be
the ground potential of the printed circuit board.
[0027] In some embodiments, the battery has a posi-
tive and a negative pole, and the hearing instrument com-
prises first and second battery terminals for connecting
the battery, such as the battery poles, to the printed circuit
board of the hearing instrument. The hearing instrument
further comprises a coupling element, the coupling ele-
ment interconnecting the battery with the filter circuit via
battery terminals. The coupling element may thus com-
prise first and second battery contacts for connecting the
positive and the negative pole of the battery to first and
second battery terminals. The battery terminals are typ-
ically provided at the printed circuit board. The battery is
connected to the filter circuit via the battery terminals.
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[0028] The hearing instrument may comprise a
number of components, including the microphone, the
wireless communication unit, etc. The hearing instrument
may further comprise a signal processor, the signal proc-
essor interconnecting the speaker with the wireless com-
munication unit. The signal processor may be any proc-
essor, such as any hardware processor, and may be con-
figured for audio processing, including filtering, such as
noise filtering, amplification, etc. In some embodiments,
the microphone is configured for reception of sound and
conversion of the received sound into a corresponding
first audio signal and the signal processor is configured
for processing the first audio signal into a second audio
signal. The speaker is connected to the output of the
signal processor for converting the second audio signal
into an output sound signal to be provided to a user. In
some embodiments, the microphone is configured for re-
ception of sound and conversion of the received sound
into a corresponding first audio signal and the signal proc-
essor is configured for processing the first audio signal
into a second audio signal compensating a hearing loss
of a user of the hearing instrument. The speaker is con-
nected to the output of the signal processor for converting
the second audio signal into an output sound signal to
be provided to a user.
[0029] The wireless communication unit is configured
for wireless communication, including wireless data com-
munication. The wireless communication unit may com-
prise a transmitter, a receiver, a transmitter-receiver pair,
such as a transceiver, a radio unit, etc. The wireless com-
munications unit may be configured for communication
using any protocol as known for a person skilled in the
art, including Bluetooth, including Bluetooth Low Energy,
Bluetooth Smart, etc., WLAN standards, manufacture
specific protocols, such as tailored proximity antenna
protocols, such as proprietary protocols, such as low-
power wireless communication protocols, such as CSR
mesh, etc.
[0030] In some embodiments according to the first and
second aspects of the disclosure, the hearing instrument
comprises an antenna, such as an elongated antenna
element, such as a conductive material in an elongated
shape. The antenna is interconnected with the wireless
communication unit for wireless communication, and the
antenna is configured for emission and reception of an
electromagnetic field having an RF wavelength. In some
embodiments, the antenna extends from a feed and at
least a part of the antenna is arranged adjacent the bat-
tery. A distance between the at least part of the antenna
and the battery may be below 1/40 of the wavelength,
such as below 1/40 of the RF wavelength. The distance
between the at least part of the antenna arranged adja-
cent the battery may be below 1/20 of the RF wavelength,
such as below 1/40 of the RF wavelength, such as below
1/50 of the RF wavelength, etc. The distance between
the at least part of the antenna arranged adjacent the
battery may be configured to ensure coupling of an elec-
tromagnetic field to the battery. In some embodiments,

the electromagnetic field is not grounded via the battery.
In some embodiments, the electromagnetic field is cou-
pled to the battery which is connected to ground via the
filter circuit.
In some embodiments, the antenna has a free end, the
antenna forms at least partly a loop around the battery,
the antenna forms a loop around the antenna, and/or the
antenna is a dipole antenna.
[0031] In some embodiments, the antenna has a free
end. The antenna may form at least partly a loop around
the battery. The at least part of the antenna being ar-
ranged adjacent the battery may be a free end of the
antenna.
[0032] In some embodiments, the antenna forms a
loop around the battery. The at least part of the antenna
being arranged adjacent the battery is a center part of
the antenna.
[0033] In some embodiments, the tuning components
are configured to optimize a coupling between the an-
tenna and the battery, such as at the RF wavelength, or
at the RF frequency. In some embodiments, the tuning
components in the filter circuit are configured to control
the coupling between the battery and the ground to op-
timize the coupling between the antenna and the battery,
for example by selecting tuning component values to ob-
tain a filter circuit resonance corresponding to the RF
electromagnetic frequency, or RF electromagnetic wave-
length, of the antenna, and thus of the wireless commu-
nication unit.
[0034] In some embodiments, the coupling between
the antenna and the battery, the battery being connected
to the filter circuit, enables the battery to act as a parasitic
antenna element and enhance the antenna emission and
reception. The battery may have an oscillating frequency
determined by the filter circuit and the filter circuit tuning
components. The battery oscillating frequency may cor-
respond, such as substantially correspond, to the RF fre-
quency of the antenna.
[0035] It is an advantage of the present disclosure that
by having the battery connected to a filter circuit, and, for
example having the battery operating as a parasitic an-
tenna element, may increase the bandwidth of the an-
tenna and thus of the electromagnetic field emitted and
received by the hearing instrument. Additionally or alter-
natively, it is an advantage of the present disclosure that
by having the battery connected to a filter circuit, and for
example having the battery operating as a parasitic an-
tenna element, may increase the efficiency of the anten-
na and thus of the electromagnetic field emitted and re-
ceived by the hearing instrument.
[0036] In some embodiments, the antenna is a reso-
nant antenna. The antenna may for example be a full
wavelength loop antenna, the antenna may be a quarter
wavelength antenna, the antenna may be a half wave-
length antenna, etc.
[0037] The antenna may comprise an antenna tuning
stub, e.g. to form an inverted F antenna, an IFA, the an-
tenna may be interconnected to the wireless communi-
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cation unit or radio via an antenna matching circuit, such
as via a balun, etc. In some embodiments, the feed of
the antenna is provided as a feed at the printed circuit
board, and one or more transmission lines may intercon-
nect the feed to the wireless communication unit.
[0038] The hearing instrument may comprise a further
parasitic antenna element, particularly, the hearing in-
strument may further comprise a further parasitic anten-
na element corresponding to the second parasitic anten-
na element as discussed below.
[0039] In some embodiments according to the third and
fourth aspect above, a hearing instrument is provided,
wherein the wireless communication unit is interconnect-
ed with the battery, the battery being configured for emis-
sion and reception of an electromagnetic field having an
RF wavelength. The battery is configured to be fed by
the wireless communication unit and has a battery feed.
In some embodiments, the feed may be provided at the
coupling element, such as at the first or second battery
terminal. Typically, the wireless communication unit is
interconnected to the battery feed via one or more trans-
mission lines. In some embodiments, a DC blocking el-
ement, such as a DC blocking element comprising a ca-
pacitor, is provided at the transmission line, such as in
series with the transmission line.
[0040] In some embodiments, the tuning components
are configured to optimize a coupling between the wire-
less communication unit and the battery, such as at the
RF wavelength, or at the RF frequency. In some embod-
iments, the tuning components in the filter circuit are con-
figured to control the coupling between the battery and
the ground to optimize the coupling between the wireless
communication unit and the battery, for example by se-
lecting tuning component values to obtain a filter circuit
resonance corresponding to the RF electromagnetic fre-
quency, or RF electromagnetic wavelength, of the wire-
less communication unit.
[0041] In some embodiments, the wireless communi-
cation unit is interconnected with the battery, the battery
being configured for emission and reception of an elec-
tromagnetic field having an RF wavelength, in that the
battery is further connected to the filter circuit controlling
the coupling between the battery and wireless commu-
nication unit, at the RF wavelength.
[0042] In some embodiments, the hearing instrument
further comprises one or more parasitic antenna ele-
ments. The one or more parasitic antenna elements may
have a free end, and at least one of the one or more
parasitic antenna elements may form at least partly a
loop around the battery. Alternatively, or additionally, at
least one of the one or more parasitic antenna elements
forms a loop around the battery.
[0043] At least a part of the one or more parasitic an-
tenna elements are typically being arranged adjacent the
battery. In some embodiments, the at least part of the
one or more parasitic antenna elements being arranged
adjacent the battery, is arranged with a distance between
the at least part of the parasitic antenna element and the

battery being below 1/40 of the wavelength, such as be-
low 1/40 of the RF wavelength. The distance between
the at least part of the parasitic antenna element arranged
adjacent the battery may be below 1/20 of the RF wave-
length, such as below 1/40 of the RF wavelength, such
as below 1/50 of the RF wavelength, etc. The distance
between the at least part of the parasitic antenna element
arranged adjacent the battery may be configured to en-
sure coupling of an electromagnetic field from the battery
to the at least part of the parasitic antenna element.
[0044] In some embodiments, the at least part of the
one or more parasitic antenna elements being arranged
adjacent the battery is a free end of the parasitic antenna
element.
[0045] In some embodiments, the at least part of the
one or more parasitic antenna elements being arranged
adjacent the battery is a center part of the one or more
parasitic antenna elements.
[0046] In some embodiments, at least one of the one
or more parasitic antenna elements is a floating parasitic
antenna element, that is a parasitic antenna element
which is not connected to a ground, such as not connect-
ed to a ground of the hearing instrument, such as not
connected to a ground of the printed circuit board.
[0047] In some embodiments, the floating parasitic an-
tenna element has a length of half the RF wavelength.
[0048] In some embodiments at least one of the one
or more parasitic antenna elements is connected to a
ground potential. The parasitic antenna elements being
connected to the ground potential may be connected to
the ground potential via a parasitic antenna element tun-
ing circuit.
[0049] In some embodiment, the parasitic antenna el-
ement being connected to the ground potential has a
length of a quarter of the RF wavelength. The at least
one parasitic antenna element being connected to the
ground potential may further comprise a tuning stub.
[0050] The tuning components of the filter circuit are,
in some embodiments, configured to optimize a coupling
between the battery and the one or more parasitic an-
tenna elements at the RF frequency.
[0051] In some embodiments, the coupling between
the filter circuit and the battery, such as the battery an-
tenna, enables the battery to act as an antenna, such as
to act as an antenna element, and enable antenna emis-
sion and reception via the battery. The battery may have
an oscillating frequency determined by the filter circuit
and the filter circuit tuning components. The battery os-
cillating frequency may correspond, such as substantially
correspond, to the RF frequency of the wireless commu-
nication unit.
[0052] It should be emphasized that the hearing instru-
ment may be any hearing instrument, including hearing
instruments compensating a hearing loss of a user, hear-
ing instruments providing audio to a user, including head-
sets, earphones, etc. The hearing instrument may be any
hearing instruments having wireless communication ca-
pabilities.
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[0053] The hearing instrument may be a hearing in-
strument compensating a hearing loss of a user, and the
hearing instrument may be any type of hearing instru-
ment, including in-the-ear hearing instruments, com-
pletely-in-the-canal hearing instruments, behind-the-ear
hearing instruments, receiver-in-the ear hearing instru-
ments, and any combination of such hearing instruments
or hearing aids compensating a hearing loss of a user.
The hearing instrument may furthermore be a headset,
such as a headset or earphones having on-the-ear ear-
phones, particularly such as a headset or earphone being
configured to be arranged in or at the ear of a user.
[0054] It is an advantage of the present disclosure that
by having the battery connected to a filter circuit, and, for
example having the battery operating as a an antenna,
such as operate as a battery antenna, may reduce the
size of the hearing instruments, as no extra components
are needed for providing an antenna in the hearing in-
strument. It is an advantage of the present disclosure
that by having the battery connected to a filter circuit, and
for example having a parasitic antenna element coupling
to the battery, the efficiency and/or the bandwidth of the
antenna may increase and thus the efficiency and/or the
bandwidth of the electromagnetic field emitted and re-
ceived by the hearing instrument.
[0055] In the following the embodiments are described
primarily with reference to a hearing instrument, such as
a hearing aid. The hearing aid may be a binaural hearing
aid. It is however envisaged that any embodiments or
elements as described in connection with any one aspect
may be used with any other aspects or embodiments,
mutatis mutandis.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0056] The above and other features and advantages
of the present invention will become readily apparent to
those skilled in the art by the following detailed descrip-
tion of exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to
the attached drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 shows schematically a hearing instrument ac-
cording to the present disclosure in which at least a
part of an antenna is provided adjacent the battery,

Fig. 2 shows a schematically another exemplary
hearing instrument according to the present disclo-
sure in which at least a part of an antenna is provided
adjacent the battery,

Fig. 3 shows a hearing instrument according to the
present disclosure in which the battery is fed from
the wireless communication unit,

Fig. 4 shows another exemplary hearing instrument
according to the present disclosure in which the bat-
tery is fed from the wireless communication unit, and
having a parasitic antenna element,

Fig. 5 shows another exemplary hearing instrument
according to the present disclosure in which the bat-
tery is fed from the wireless communication unit, and
having a further parasitic antenna element,

Fig. 6 shows a block-diagram of an exemplary hear-
ing instrument according to the present disclosure.

[0057] The claimed invention may, however, be em-
bodied in different forms and should not be construed as
limited to the embodiments set forth herein.
[0058] Fig. 1 shows schematically a hearing instru-
ment 2 according to a first aspect of the present disclo-
sure. The hearing instrument 2 comprises a wireless
communication unit 4 for wireless communication inter-
connected with an antenna 6 for emission and reception
of an electromagnetic field having an RF wavelength.
The hearing instrument 2 comprises a speaker 8 inter-
connected with the wireless communication unit 4 and
being configured to provide an output audio signal. A
battery 10 is configured to supply power to the hearing
instrument 2. A filter circuit 12 interconnects the battery
and a power management circuit 14 of the hearing in-
strument 2. The antenna 6 may extend from a feed 16
and at least a part 9 of the antenna may be arranged
adjacent the battery 10. A distance d1 between the at
least part of the antenna 9 and the battery 10 is below
1/40 of the wavelength. The antenna feed 16 is intercon-
nected to the wireless communication unit 4 via a trans-
mission line 11. The wireless communication unit 4, the
filter circuit 12 and the power management circuit 14 are
typically provided at a printed circuit board 20. Most often,
the components and circuits are provided on a same
printed circuit board 20, however, different circuits or
units may also be provided on different, but interconnect-
ed printed circuit boards.
[0059] The battery 10 has a positive and a negative
pole, and the hearing instrument 2 comprises a first bat-
tery terminal 28 and a second battery terminal 30 for con-
necting the battery 10, such as the battery poles, to the
printed circuit board 20 of the hearing instrument 2. The
hearing instrument 2 further comprises a coupling ele-
ment 24, 26, the coupling element 24, 26 interconnecting
the battery 10 with the filter circuit 12 via the battery ter-
minals 28, 30. The coupling element 24, 26 may thus
comprise a first battery contact 24 and a second battery
contact 26 for connecting the positive and the negative
pole of the battery to first and second battery terminals
28, 30. The battery terminals 28, 30 are typically provided
at the printed circuit board 20. The battery 10 is connect-
ed to the filter circuit 12 via the battery terminals 28 30.
[0060] Typically, the antenna 6 is interconnected with
the wireless communication unit 4 via a transmission line
11 and/or an antenna matching circuit 34 comprising an-
tenna matching components, such as impedance match-
ing components, such as a balun, etc. The antenna feed
16 is typically provided at the printed circuit board 20.
[0061] The at least part 9 of the antenna 6 being adja-
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cent the battery 10 may be 10% of the length of the an-
tenna, such as at least 10% of the length of the antenna,
such as 15%, such as at least 15 %, such as at least 25%
of the length of the antenna is adjacent the battery.
[0062] The antenna shown in Fig. 1 is a quarter wave-
length antenna having a length of one quarter of the RF
wavelength to be emitted and received. It is envisaged
that also other antennas could be used, including full
wavelength loop antennas, half wavelength antennas,
dipole antennas, etc.
[0063] The filter circuit is configured to connect the bat-
tery to the power management circuit at frequencies be-
low 300 kHz. Hereby, the battery is configured to supply
power to the power management circuit at frequencies
below 300 kHz, such as below 3 kHz, such as at DC
currents.
[0064] The filter circuit additionally controls a coupling
between the battery and a ground potential at RF fre-
quencies, such as at frequencies above 3 MHz, such as
at frequencies between 3 MHz and 6 GHz, such as be-
tween 3 MHz and 60 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and
300 GHz. The coupling may enable the battery to re-emit
electromagnetic radiation.
[0065] Fig. 2 shows schematically another exemplary
hearing instrument 2 according to a first aspect of the
present disclosure. The same reference numerals as
used with Fig. 1 are used for same or similar features in
Fig. 2. The hearing instrument 2 comprises wireless com-
munication unit 4 for wireless communication intercon-
nected with antenna 6 for emission and reception of an
electromagnetic field having an RF wavelength. The filter
circuit 12 comprises a number of tuning components 18,
including capacitors 15 and inductors 17. The tuning
components 18 are arranged so that an inductor 17 in-
terconnects battery terminal 28 and power management
circuit 14. A capacitor 15 connects the inductor 17 to
ground 19. The tuning components 18 are further ar-
ranged so that an inductor 17 interconnects battery ter-
minal 30 and power management circuit 14. A capacitor
15 connects the inductor 17 to ground 19. This may be
implemented in different ways and one or more inductors
17 may interconnect battery terminals 28, 30 and power
management circuit 14.
[0066] Hereby, the battery terminals 28, 30 are con-
nected to the power management circuit 14 at low fre-
quencies for which the capacitive reactance magnitude
of capacitor 15 is comparatively high and the inductive
reactance magnitude of inductor 17 is comparatively low,
whereas the battery terminals 28, 30 are decoupled from
ground 19 through inductor 17 and capacitor 15 when
the frequency is high at which frequency the capacitive
reactance magnitude of capacitor 15 is comparatively
lower, and the inductive reactance magnitude of inductor
17 is comparatively higher.
[0067] The filter circuit 12 is an LC circuit, and the total
impedance of the filter circuit is given by the combination
of the inductive and capacitive impedances according to
circuit theory. Thus, by selecting or tuning inductive and

capacitive reactance magnitude of the tuning compo-
nents 15, 17 of the filter circuit 12, the filter circuit may
be configured to supply power to the power management
circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz, such as below 3
kHz, such as at DC currents.
[0068] The selected or tuned parameter values of the
tuning components 15, 17 of the filter circuit 12, may ad-
ditionally be configured to control a coupling between the
battery and a ground potential at RF frequencies, such
as at frequencies above 3 MHz, such as at frequencies
between 3 MHz and 6 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and
60 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and 300 GHz. The
coupling may enable the battery to re-emit electromag-
netic radiation.
[0069] The antenna 6 may be a monopole antenna and
have a single feed at the feed 16, the antenna 6 may be
an inverted F antenna, IFA, and have an antenna tuning
stub 32, so that the antenna 6 has an additional connec-
tion to ground 19 trough antenna tuning components 36.
[0070] Fig. 3 shows a hearing instrument 2 according
to another aspect of the present disclosure, and compris-
es a wireless communication unit 4 for wireless commu-
nication, a speaker 8 interconnected with the wireless
communication unit 4 and being configured to provide an
output audio signal, a battery 10 configured to supply
power to the hearing instrument 2, such as to electronics
of the hearing instrument 2. The hearing instrument 2
further comprises a filter circuit 12 interconnecting the
battery 10 and a power management circuit 14 of the
hearing instrument 2. The wireless communication unit
2 is interconnected with the battery 10. The battery is
configured for emission and reception of an electromag-
netic field having an RF wavelength. The battery may
also re-emit a received electromagnetic field. The wire-
less communication unit 2, such as a radio or transceiver,
may be connected to the battery 10 via battery terminal
30 and transmission line 11. A DC block 44, such as
capacitor 44, is provided in series with the transmission
line 11, to prevent flow of DC current towards the wireless
communication unit.
[0071] The wireless communication unit 4, the filter cir-
cuit 12 and the power management circuit 14 are typically
provided at a printed circuit board 20. Most often, the
components and circuits are provided on a same printed
circuit board 20, however, different circuits or units may
also be provided on different, but interconnected printed
circuit boards.
[0072] The battery 10 has a positive and a negative
battery pole, and the hearing instrument 2 comprises a
first battery terminal 28 and a second battery terminal 30
for connecting the battery 10, such as the positive and
negative battery poles, to the printed circuit board 20 of
the hearing instrument 2. The hearing instrument 2 fur-
ther comprises a coupling element 24, 26, the coupling
element 24, 26 interconnecting the battery 10 with the
filter circuit 12 via the battery terminals 28, 30. The cou-
pling element 24, 26 may thus comprise a first battery
contact 24 and a second battery contact 26 for connecting
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the positive and the negative poles of the battery to first
and second battery terminals 28, 30. The battery termi-
nals 28, 30 are typically provided at the printed circuit
board 20. The battery 10 is connected to the filter circuit
12 via the battery terminals 28 30.
[0073] The filter circuit is configured to connect the bat-
tery to the power management circuit at frequencies be-
low 300 kHz. Hereby, the battery is configured to supply
power to the power management circuit at frequencies
below 300 kHz, such as below 3 kHz, such as at DC
currents.
[0074] The filter circuit additionally controls a coupling
between the battery and a ground potential at RF fre-
quencies, such as at frequencies above 3 MHz, such as
at frequencies between 3 MHz and 6 GHz, such as be-
tween 3 MHz and 60 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and
300 GHz. The coupling may enable the battery to re-emit
received electromagnetic radiation.
[0075] Fig. 4 shows schematically another exemplary
hearing instrument 2 according to a third aspect of the
present disclosure. The same reference numerals as
used with Fig. 3 are used for same or similar features in
Fig. 4.
[0076] Fig. 4 shows a hearing instrument 2 according
to another aspect of the present disclosure, and compris-
es a wireless communication unit 4 for wireless commu-
nication. The hearing instrument 2 further comprises a
battery 10 and a filter circuit 12 interconnecting the bat-
tery 10 and a power management circuit 14 of the hearing
instrument 2. The wireless communication unit 2 is inter-
connected with the battery 10. The battery as connected
to the filter circuit is configured for emission and reception
of an electromagnetic field having an RF wavelength.
The battery may also re-emit a received electromagnetic
field.
[0077] The filter circuit 12 comprises a number of tun-
ing components 18, including capacitors 15 and induc-
tors 17. The tuning components 18 are arranged so that
an inductor 17 interconnects battery terminal 28 and pow-
er management circuit 14. A capacitor 15 connects the
inductor 17, and thus the battery terminal 28, to ground
19. The tuning components 18 are further arranged so
that an inductor 17 interconnects battery terminal 30 and
power management circuit 14. A capacitor 15 connects
the inductor 17 to ground 19. This may be implemented
in different ways and one or more inductors 17 may in-
terconnect battery terminals 28, 30 and power manage-
ment circuit 14.
[0078] Hereby, the battery terminals 28, 30 are con-
nected to the power management circuit 14 at low fre-
quencies for which the capacitive reactance magnitude
of capacitor 15 is comparatively high and the inductive
reactance magnitude of inductor 17 is comparatively low,
whereas the battery terminals 28, 30 are decoupled from
ground 19 through inductor 17 and capacitor 15 when
the frequency is high at which frequency the capacitive
reactance magnitude of capacitor 15 is comparatively
lower, and the inductive reactance magnitude of inductor

17 is comparatively higher.
[0079] The filter circuit 12 is an LC circuit, and the total
impedance of the filter circuit is given by the combination
of the inductive and capacitive impedances according to
circuit theory. Thus, by selecting or tuning inductive and
capacitive reactance magnitude of the tuning compo-
nents 15, 17 of the filter circuit 12, the filter circuit may
be configured to supply power to the power management
circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz, such as below 3
kHz, such as at DC currents.
[0080] The selected or tuned parameter values of the
tuning components 15, 17 of the filter circuit 12, may ad-
ditionally be configured to control a coupling between the
battery and a ground potential at RF frequencies, such
as at frequencies above 3 MHz, such as at frequencies
between 3 MHz and 6 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and
60 GHz, such as between 3 MHz and 300 GHz. The
coupling may enable the battery to re-emit electromag-
netic radiation.
[0081] It is seen that the hearing instrument 2 compris-
es a parasitic antenna element 38. The parasitic antenna
element 38 has a free end 37 and at least a part of the
parasitic antenna element forms at least partly a loop
around the battery. The at least part 39 of the parasitic
antenna element 38 is arranged adjacent the battery. The
at least part 39 of the parasitic antenna element 38 is
arranged with a distance d1 between the at least part 39
of the parasitic antenna element 38 and the battery 10
being below 1/40 of the RF wavelength. The at least part
39 of the parasitic antenna element 38 being arranged
adjacent the battery, is a free end 37 of the parasitic an-
tenna element 38.
[0082] The parasitic antenna element 38 may be a
quarter RF wavelength parasitic antenna element having
a free end, the parasitic antenna element 38 may be a
loop formed parasitic antenna element and may have a
length of a full RF wavelength, etc. The parasitic antenna
element 38 have a single connection to ground 19, or the
parasitic antenna element may have an antenna tuning
stub 32, so that the parasitic antenna element 28 has an
additional connection to ground 19 trough parasitic an-
tenna element tuning components 42.
[0083] The at least part 39 of the parasitic antenna el-
ement 38 being adjacent the battery 10 may be 10% of
the length of the parasitic antenna element, such as at
least 10% of the length of the parasitic antenna element,
such as 15%, such as at least 15 %, such as at least 25%
of the length of the parasitic antenna element is adjacent
the battery.
[0084] Fig. 5 shows schematically another exemplary
hearing instrument 2 according to the third aspect of the
present disclosure. The same reference numerals as
used with Figs. 3 and 4 are used for same or similar
features in Fig. 5.
[0085] Fig. 5 shows a hearing instrument 2 and com-
prises a wireless communication unit 4 for wireless com-
munication. The hearing instrument 2 further comprises
a battery 10 and a filter circuit 12 interconnecting the
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battery 10 and a power management circuit 14 of the
hearing instrument 2. The wireless communication unit
2 is interconnected with the battery 10. The battery as
connected to the filter circuit is configured for emission
and reception of an electromagnetic field having an RF
wavelength. The battery may also re-emit a received
electromagnetic field.
[0086] The hearing instrument 2 comprises a first par-
asitic antenna element 38 and a second parasitic anten-
na element 40. In Fig. 5, it is seen that the second par-
asitic antenna elements is a floating parasitic antenna
element. The floating parasitic antenna element has a
length of half the RF wavelength.
[0087] The at least part 39 of the parasitic antenna el-
ements 38, 40 being adjacent the battery 10 may be 10%
of the length of the parasitic antenna elements, such as
at least 10% of the length of the parasitic antenna ele-
ment, such as 15%, such as at least 15 %, such as at
least 25% of the length of the parasitic antenna element
is adjacent the battery. A distance d1 between the at least
part of the first parasitic antenna element 38 and the bat-
tery 10 may be below 1/40 of the wavelength and a dis-
tance d2 between the at least part of the second parasitic
antenna element 40 and the battery 10 may be below
1/40 of the wavelength, such as the RF wavelength.
[0088] A block-diagram of a typical (prior-art) hearing
instrument 2 is shown in Fig. 6. The hearing instrument
2 comprises a first transducer, i.e. microphone 3, for re-
ceiving incoming sound and converting it into an audio
signal, i.e. a first audio signal. The first audio signal is
provided to a signal processor 5 for processing the first
audio signal into a second audio signal. In some embod-
iments, the signal processor is configured for processing
the first audio signal into a second audio signal compen-
sating a hearing loss of a user of the hearing instrument.
A receiver or speaker 8 is connected to an output of the
signal processor 5 for converting the second audio signal
into an output sound signal, such as for example a signal
modified to compensate for a user’s hearing impairment,
such as for example a noise reduced signal, etc., and
provides the output sound to the speaker 8. Typically,
the receiver 8 comprises a transducer, and the receiver
8 may be referred to as speaker 8.
[0089] Thus, the hearing instrument signal processor
5 comprises elements such as amplifiers, compressors
and noise reduction systems etc. The hearing instrument
or hearing aid may further have a filter function 7, such
as compensation filter for optimizing the output signal.
The hearing aid may furthermore have a wireless com-
munication unit 4 for wireless data communication inter-
connected with an antenna 6 for emission and reception
of an electromagnetic field. The wireless communication
unit 4, such as a radio or a transceiver, connect to the
hearing instrument signal processor 5 and the antenna
6, for communicating with external devices, or with an-
other hearing instrument, such as another hearing instru-
ment, located at another ear, such as for example in a
binaural hearing instrument system. The hearing instru-

ment 2 further comprises a power source 10, such as a
battery 10.
[0090] The hearing instrument may be a behind-the
ear hearing instrument, and may be provided as a behind-
the-ear module, the hearing instrument may be an in-the-
ear module and may be provided as an in-the-ear mod-
ule. Alternatively, parts of the hearing instrument may be
provided in a behind-the-ear module, while other parts,
such as the receiver, may be provided in an in-the-ear
module.

Claims

1. A hearing instrument comprising
a wireless communication unit for wireless commu-
nication,
a speaker interconnected with the wireless commu-
nication unit and being configured to provide an out-
put audio signal,
a battery configured to supply power to the hearing
instrument,
a filter circuit interconnecting the battery and a power
management circuit of the hearing instrument,
the wireless communication unit being interconnect-
ed with the battery, the battery being configured for
emission and reception of an electromagnetic field
having an RF wavelength.

2. A hearing instrument according to claim 1, wherein
the filter circuit is configured to de-couple the battery
and the power management circuit at frequencies
above 3 MHz and/or wherein the filter circuit is con-
figured to connect the battery to the power manage-
ment circuit at frequencies below 300 kHz.

3. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the battery is configured to sup-
ply power to the power management circuit at fre-
quencies below 300 kHz, such as below 3 kHz.

4. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the filter circuit controls a cou-
pling between the battery and a ground potential at
RF frequencies, such as at frequencies above 3
MHz, such as at frequencies between 3 MHz and 6
GHz, such as between 3 MHz and 60 GHz, such as
between 3 MHz and 300 GHz.

5. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the filter circuit comprises tuning
components, the tuning components being config-
ured to determine an RF impedance of the filter cir-
cuit.

6. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the tuning components are con-
figured to tune the impedance of the filter circuit with
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respect to the RF wavelength.

7. A hearing instrument according to any of claims 5-6,
wherein the tuning components comprises an induc-
tor, a capacitor, a transmission line, such as a quarter
wavelength transmission line, or any combination
thereof, and/or wherein the tuning components has
an inductive reactance of between © nH and 50 nH,
and/or wherein the tuning components has a capac-
itive reactance of between 0.1 pF and 100pF and/or
wherein the tuning components has an RF imped-
ance magnitude of at least 100 Ohm.

8. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, further comprising a coupling element,
the coupling element interconnecting the battery with
the filter circuit via first and second battery terminals,
the coupling element comprising first and second
battery contacts for connecting positive and negative
poles of the battery to the first and second battery
terminals, respectively.

9. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the battery is configured to be
fed by the wireless communication unit and has a
feeding point at at least one coupling element inter-
connecting the battery with the filter circuit.

10. A hearing instrument according to any of the preced-
ing claims, further comprising one or more parasitic
antenna elements, wherein at least one of the one
or more parasitic antenna elements has a free end,
wherein at least one of the one or more parasitic
antenna elements forms at least partly a loop around
the battery, wherein at least one of the one or more
parasitic antenna elements forms a loop around the
battery.

11. A hearing instrument according to claim 10, wherein
at least a part of the one or more parasitic antenna
elements are being arranged adjacent the battery,
and/or wherein the at least a part of the one or more
parasitic antenna elements being arranged adjacent
the battery, is arranged with a distance between the
at least part of the parasitic antenna element and the
battery being below 1/40 of the RF wavelength.

12. A hearing instrument according to claim 11, wherein
the at least part of the one or more parasitic antenna
elements being arranged adjacent the battery is a
free end of the parasitic antenna element or wherein
the at least part of the one or more parasitic antenna
elements being arranged adjacent the battery is a
center part of the one or more parasitic antenna el-
ements.

13. A hearing instrument according to any of claims
10-12, wherein at least one of the one or more par-

asitic antenna elements is a floating parasitic anten-
na element.

14. A hearing instrument according to any of claims
10-13, wherein the tuning components are config-
ured to optimize a coupling between the battery and
the one or more parasitic antenna elements at the
RF frequency.

15. A method of operating a hearing instrument, the
hearing instrument comprising
a wireless communication unit for wireless commu-
nication,
a speaker interconnected with the wireless commu-
nication unit and being configured to provide an out-
put audio signal,
a battery configured to supply power to the hearing
instrument, and
a filter circuit interconnecting the battery and a power
management circuit of the hearing instrument,
the method comprising feeding the battery from the
wireless communication unit and using the battery
for emission and reception of an electromagnetic
field having an RF wavelength.
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